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Grading System and Credits of Escola Politécnica da Universidade 
de Pernambuco (POLI

Code // Código 

The code is a reference to the subjects in the SIG@, the academic grades and 
subjects internal electronic system of the UPE.

 

Credits // Créditos 

The evaluation system of POLI
that is equivalent to 15h per credit
lectures given in class by professors, and it does not consider homework, seminars, 
tutorials, fieldworks, etc. 

 

Final Grade // Nota Final 

The POLI-UPE grade system is numerical based, ranging from 0 to 10. A student is 
considered apt if their grades are above 5 after an additional final exam. The grade 
for immediate approval without a final exam
exams. A student is considered excellent with grades above 9.

Final Grade // Nota Final 

9 to 10 

7 to 9 

5 to 7 

0 to 5 
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Grading System and Credits of Escola Politécnica da Universidade 
de Pernambuco (POLI-UPE) 

 

The code is a reference to the subjects in the SIG@, the academic grades and 
subjects internal electronic system of the UPE. 

The evaluation system of POLI-UPE is based on a particular Credit System, UPEC, 
15h per credit. This credit only takes into consideration the 

lectures given in class by professors, and it does not consider homework, seminars, 

UPE grade system is numerical based, ranging from 0 to 10. A student is 
considered apt if their grades are above 5 after an additional final exam. The grade 
for immediate approval without a final exam is reached by achieving 7 in the normal 
exams. A student is considered excellent with grades above 9. 

 

Outcome 

Approved with excellence 

Approved 

Approved in final exam 

Fail 
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The code is a reference to the subjects in the SIG@, the academic grades and 

UPE is based on a particular Credit System, UPEC, 
. This credit only takes into consideration the 

lectures given in class by professors, and it does not consider homework, seminars, 

UPE grade system is numerical based, ranging from 0 to 10. A student is 
considered apt if their grades are above 5 after an additional final exam. The grade 

is reached by achieving 7 in the normal 


